SUPER VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA (SVT) / ANXIETY
I was diagnosed with Super Ventricular Tachycardia (SVT) which is a very rare heart disease. I
had surgery on one part of it and the other one is in the center of my heart and the surgery is
way to risky to do. The doctors gave me medicine to take and I took it for a little while. Not only
did the medicine not work, I did not like the way it made me feel. When my heart goes off, they
have recorded over 340 bpm. When that happens, it is extremely painful and dangerous. I have
had my heart go off for over an hour at a time, most of the time it is about 30-40 mins. I was
introduced to the ReAction products by my girlfriend. She gave me 1000mg blue Razz tincture
to start taking. My heart didn’t go off for over a month taking it, I have felt more rested and
have a lot more energy. A couple of weeks ago I was at a huge national race event where I was
under a lot of anxiety. I had been out of my tincture for about 3-4 days, I asked my girlfriend to
get me some more and she put it in my backpack. I could feel the pain coming on and my heart
start racing and it was a bad one coming, my girlfriend saw me grab my chest and walk into my
trailer. She asked me where my tincture was and went and grabbed it. When she did she
realized I hadn’t opened it to take my dose for the day. She came over to me told me to open
my mouth and put 2 droppers full under my tongue and within seconds my heart stopped going
off and the pain was gone! That was amazing and I couldn’t believe it!
I can promise you I will not miss another dose and I am a true believer that ReAction works!
-Joe Ryan
PSC (PRIMARY SCLOESING CHOLANGITIS)
Today I went to Jacksonville Mayo Clinic for my 6 month check up on my PSC (Primary
sclerosing cholangitis). I am leaving Jacksonville with a Good Report. Everything is clear and
looking good. I truly believe it’s the workings of all the prayers and ReAction FSE products. So
glad God placed Billy Workman Jr., Lindy Hornaday & all the Hornaday family in mine and
Brandy’s lives. I have been taking ReAction FSE for the past 6 months and my liver enzymes
have lowered by 50%. Dr says to continue what I’m doing and see you 6 months. This is truly
unbelievable, and I am so thankful for these products and friendships.
-Jonathan Lewis
DRY / CRACKED SKIN
With colder weather comes dry chapped skin. My husband has been having a terrible time with
how dry and cracked his feet have been. I have been using the Revive cream in the salve for 1
week now on his feet. His results are mind blowing!!!!! """
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-Jenny Flowers
BLOOD PRESSURE
I have some pretty amazing news to share about my personal experience with the ReAction Full
Spectrum Extract products!!!
I was put on a prescription blood pressure medication last October...and it worked...but I didn't
like the way it made me feel so I stopped taking it. Since my blood pressure so was so high I
knew that I would need to get back on something eventually.

I decided to delay getting back on a prescription when I was introduced to the ReAction FSE
products and have been taking them for the past 6 weeks. Had my BP checked the day I started
taking the products...and then again today...and I really have no words.
6 weeks ago
168 over 105.
Today:
140 over 88.
Same machine. And I have been taking nothing except for my ReAction products.
*We cannot make any medical claims...but I now have another amazing personal testimonial to
share. And I am sharing it with EVERYONE.
-Jeff Arbaugh
ANXIETY / INTERSTITIAL CYSTITIS
I feel it is my job to let everyone know what ReAction has done for me! I was diagnosed with
Anxiety 2 years ago. My breathing was terrible, and I forgot how to breathe correctly. In
addition to being diagnosed with Anxiety, several months ago, I was diagnosed with interstitial
cystitis which causes severe pain in my “bladder” area. The doctors wanted to put me on Xanax
for my anxiety (at 17years old!) and pain medication for my pain. Of course, I said no and so did
my mother, but I needed something to help me cope with my Anxiety and wanted to take
something that wouldn’t change who I was or alter my personality. My mom talked with me
about CBD and how it was a natural way of helping me with my anxiety. I decided to give CBD a
try. It helped with the anxiety, I needed to take a lot of it, and I had to take it often. It slowed
the anxiety down, but it didn’t take it away. When ReAction was launched, I wanted to switch
and start taking ReAction. I have done a lot of research on CBD the past 2 years and educated
myself on the different types of products out there and what would be better for me. A full
Spectrum is always better, but I couldn’t find a “True” Full Spectrum that I trusted. I started the
ReAction products the day they came out. Literally, 30 minutes after taking the 500mg tincture,
I could fill a calming effect come over my body and it was like all the anxiety was gone. I knew
then, that this would be the best product for me and that it was my job to tell everyone about
it. I then started to notice that my bladder was no longer hurting, and the pain was gone. Not
only has ReAction helped with my Anxiety issues, it has also helped with my interstitial cystitis,
so much, that it’s almost as if it doesn’t exist. It has been life changing for me and I tell
everyone, that I come in contact with, how amazing this product is. Thank you, ReAction.
-Viktoria Lane
BUSINESS SUCCESS
This journey has been an absolute blast with My Lifes Simple and ReAction. With no experience
in Network Marketing I have had huge success. In just 4 short weeks I have been able to double
my income while helping so many with these amazing ReAction products along with helping my
team have financial success. I couldn’t think of a better career to choose, I have been able to
help people with their health and wealth at the same time and it’s been awesome!
-Billy Workman Jr

GRAVES’ DISEASE
My own testimony......A little over a year ago I was so exhausted all the time. The simplest
chore would wear me out for the day. My heart would start racing for no reason.... My hands
would have slight tremors......couldn't sleep more than a couple of hours at a time, but all I
wanted to do was sleep. I was mentally and physically exhausted! After several tests and lots of
bloodwork I was diagnosed with Graves’ Disease (an autoimmune disease), which caused my
thyroid to go into hyper mode......hyperthyroidism. Anyone that has thyroid issues knows that it
is not fun!
Last year after my diagnosis I was in NC visiting my son. My son introduced me to Candice who
told me a lot of the benefits of CBD. She is behind the manufacturing of feel the reaction. I
bought some and I could not believe how much better felt in 3 DAYS! More energy than I had in
a long time......sleeping longer than two hours...... it’s been great!
I was given the opportunity to join the company Feel the Reaction through my son. I am now
taking the ReAction hemp products......capsules, tincture (drops), skin care cream, and of
course the yummy chocolates! I was having dry heaves several times a week, and heartburn
almost daily. In 2 weeks......I do not have either one!
I went to the doctor and had bloodwork done...guess what?!?! My TSH, free t4 and my free t3
are all within normal range!!! These numbers have been way off since before I was diagnosed!
As of two weeks ago all my meds were cut in half, from 3 pills per day now to a half of pill a day
and all my numbers are in line. I feel better now than I have felt in a long time! I am beyond
excited to share this with everyone! I was just as skeptical as everyone else.......but now I am a
believer! Thank you Reaction, for making such a huge difference in my life!
-Lori Bowersock
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COLO / RECTAL CANCER
Three years ago, I was diagnosed with Colo/Rectal Cancer.
After 6 months of terrible chemotherapy and radiation treatments, I was told that the cancer
was basically gone and all I needed to do was have periodic CT and PET Scans to make sure that
everything was ok.
10 months ago, the CT Scan showed that the cancer was not only back but had metastasized to
my lungs and liver.
Because I had such a difficult time with the Chemo and Radiation before, my oncologist was
able to get me in an experimental Immunotherapy study at Levine Cancer Center in Charlotte,
NC. The spots on my lung basically disappeared as a result of the treatments, but the liver spot
did not. The Dr decided to do an ablation, which involved inserting a needle into the tumor and
blasting it with microwaves. The treatment was successful as well.

Three months later, the CT Scan showed that another spot had appeared on my liver and
because of the proximity to a major blood vessel, another ablation was not an option. The only
other option was surgery to remove the tumor along with a portion of my liver, which would
cause me to be cancer free once again. Because of scheduling issues, the surgery was scheduled
for two months out. The week prior to my surgery, the CT Scan showed no change in the liver
spot and my original Colo/Rectal cancer had returned. The surgery was postponed while the
other tumor was treated with chemotherapy. Once again, I was having a horrible time with the
side effects of the chemotherapy. The worst one was the development of lymphedema in my
right leg…and then my left leg due to the chemotherapy. This is an incurable condition that
causes major swelling, itching, and intense pain in the sole and heel of the feet.
This was way worse than any of the other side effects and I was reduced to using a cane and
then a walker in order to get around.
I was complaining about the pain to my next-door neighbor, Melody Miller, several months ago
and she said that I should try some ReAction products because they had really helped her with
her own foot issues. She gave me all of the brochures explaining the various products and how
they were created. My oncologist reviewed them and did his own research and told me that he
saw no reason that I couldn’t try them since they would not react in any way with ANY of the
drugs that I was taking to fight the cancer.
I tried a sample of the ReAction Pain Relief as well as the capsules.
Within 30 minutes of applying the Relief Salve to my legs and feet, the sharp, shooting pains
that I had been dealing with were basically gone! In addition, I was taking one ReAction capsule
between 8 and 10 pm at night and was able to sleep uninterrupted through the night, which I
had not been able to do before. I now apply the Pain Relief salve once every two days to each
leg and take the Capsules every night.
I have been able to reduce the use of my morphine pain pills by 75% and do not have to take
prescription sleeping pills, both of which had their own set of unpleasant side effects!!!
In addition, the hair that I had lost due to hemotherapy is growing back, which should not be
happening until several months after I finish the chemotherapy, according to my oncologist!
Also, upon Melody’s recommendation, I am giving 1 dropper full of the ReAction tincture once
every two days to my 14 year old arthritic dog. Prior to starting this, he could hardly climb the
stairs and now he is playing with our 1 year old dog just like a happy puppy!
The best thing I can say about all of the ReAction products is that they have relieved the pains
that my oncologist said nothing he could give me would do…and now my dog is happier and
more active than he has been in years!!
-Trafton Lindsay Hardison
INSECT BITES
I got stung by a bee while swimming in the pool my wife Lindy put ReAction Revive on the sting
and in 15-20 minutes swelling went away and it cleared up. I felt no sting or pain. It was pretty
unbelievable.
-Ron Hornaday Jr.

ANXIETY / BI-POLAR TYPE 2
Reaction has changed my life. I have struggled with anxiety and bi-polar type 2 for many years. I
started taking Reaction products several months ago. I did not have outrageous expectations
going into it. I started using 1000mg tincture and some edibles as well. I will say in conjunction
with my doctors I have seen a huge improvement in my anxiety levels and my down feelings are
not going anywhere as low as they have in the past. I am now a full believer in the power of full
spectrum extract. At this juncture my family is also using and benefiting from Reaction
products. I also suffered from tendonitis in my wrist and with the help of Relief I have avoided
needing surgery on it. Today, I am thoroughly impressed with the products and have a grateful
heart for being introduced to them.
-Scott Stanley
SHINGLES
I came down with shingles on the side of my face and in the roof of my mouth. The shingles
caused a lot of pain especially in the roof of my mouth. My friend told me about a new product
she was selling and said that it might help me with my pain. She gave me a sample of Revive
cream and a sample of a Reaction tincture. She told me to rub the cream on my face and try to
apply the tincture as best that I could to the roof of my mouth. That was on Wednesday when I
started applying the products. I used the products as she instructed in hopes that this horrible
pain would subside. Within a few hours of the revive application I noticed some relief and by
day 2 I noticed sign I can’t relief. I saw my friend on the following Monday and couldn’t wait to
tell her how much I appreciated her and her amazing products. I would definitely recommend
these products! It truly helped me with the pain and the sores on my face that went away in 23 days.
-Kathy Sherrill
REDNESS / DRY SKIN
My poor little girl has been sick with a cold which caused her to get these red and really dry
irritated areas under her nose and on her cheeks. I used the lip balm once a day for 3 days on
those areas and it looks so much better now. It is not as red, not as dry, and is healing in such a
short amount of time! I am so thankful that these products bring relief at any age!
-Jenny Flowers
LEG PAIN
Last night I was at the dirt track and the top of my legs and my hips were in excruciating pain I
could barely walk. It was damp and cold and very late 1:30 in the morning when our race
started. Cammie said why don’t you rub some Relief cream on them. All I had with me was
Recovery cream. So I rubbed it on my legs and hips and in about 10 minutes my legs and hips
were fine. I’m telling you these creams really work and they are really Amazing!!!
-Lindy Hornaday

INSECT BITES
So my 2 year old daughter fell in an Ant pile today. After screaming and yelling for the entire
trip inside I applied some Relief Cream to the bites and affected area. After 2 minutes she
began to calm down and say “Thanks Dadi” as the pain and itch was relieved. It’s now been 10
minutes and the area looks much better to include no pain or itching and swelling. She acts as if
nothing ever happen. I must say this is an item you want in all corners of the house for kids’
sake. If you are interested in hearing more about Reaction Products just reach out to me at any
time. The product is amazing and truly works...
-RJ Bailey
ECZEMA
This is a HUGE deal!!!!
Those that know my son know he has struggled with eczema since he was a baby. He is now 7
years old. I have tried every cream and ointment you can think of, oatmeal baths, prescription
medications, and nothing has helped my poor son. Our products are safe for kids so I have been
putting the Revive cream on him for 4 days now. Only 1 application at night and look at the
difference. I am blown away, and so incredibly thankful that these products are healing my
son's skin!!!!!! I will never be without this product.
-Jenny Flowers
PLAQUE PSORIASIS
My wife’s Uncle Greg has plaque psoriasis. Gina and I have started him on Revive by ReAction.
Let me tell you he is feeling the ReAction. Here is 4 days’ worth of pictures of his hands. He said
that it is amazing that something so simple can do much more than a bunch of chemicals that
he had been taking with no results before. Thank God for ReAction.
-Dell Olley Jr.
DEPRESSION / RASH
I am 19 years old and have struggle with incontinence for all of my life. In the past 6 months
they just recently found a fix for my problem. Before this fix I would get severe diaper rashes. I
couldn’t find any relief from any of the medications I tried and or any of the natural home
remedies. I was introduced to ReAction Revive slave. I was told to apply the salve 3-4 times per
day. Within 30 mins or so the pain went away significantly and after 3 days the rash was
completely gone! Because of these issues I struggled with sleeping issues along with
depression. I was recomended to start taking the ReAction capsules and after the first night I
started sleeping better along with feeling better about myself and my life. I gained confidence
in myself and I am not so depressed. Overall the quality of my life has changed using ReAction!
This is not a testimony someone my age would want to share but I feel it is important for
people to know just how powerful an amazing these products are.
-Sam Chopko

INSECT BITES
A bug got into my daughters’ shirt while she was riding her bicycle... we put ReAction Revive
cream on it and here’s what happened… After 30 minutes she was not scratching or
complaining, and the bites were almost completely gone!
-Paige Lewis
SKIN BURNS
I just have to show how well the ReAction Relief Cream works. I forgot to turn the burner off
last night and went to wipe down the stove top and burnt my hand pretty good. Immediately
put the Relief Cream on and woke up forgetting it had happened, no pain at all. You can see I
burnt it but never blistered and definitely no pain. Product is great to just keep in the cabinet
just in case.
-Kelly Dyer
TOURETTE’S SYNDROME / ADHD / ANXIETY
Why Reaction? Because of Connor that’s why.
Connor is my 11 year old son who has ADHD, anxiety and if that wasn’t enough of a challenge
he has also been diagnosed Tourette’s syndrome. He was diagnosed with ADHD in 2017 and
Tourette’s in May 2018. We have changed his diet, had him on Adderall, took him to doctors,
changed his 504 plan so many things to help him. When Connor was diagnosed the first thing
my husband and I felt was guilt. We thought we should have known those noises were not just
a kid thing, or those eye rolls and was his hair really too long or was it a
“tic?”
We tried other medications besides the Adderall, a couple made his tics so much worse, but
they helped his ADHD. We did counseling, which is incredibly helpful; but did not “help” with
his focus and or some of his tics. So I was “going to” look into CBD oil because I had heard of the
benefits and immediately thought of Connor and what could help him instead of the Adderall
(because honestly those meds actually make Tourette’s worse). We were invited to a meeting
to hear about reaction and what it could do.
I am a skeptic, but if it was going to help my child, I was in!
Well Reaction has changed ours and Connor’s life! He still has some tics (they will never truly go
away), but he feels so much better on the Tincture. He says he feels clear versus just super
focused on one thing as he was on Adderall. His tics were VERY loud, so much so you could hear
him in the next room. So, after doing our research, we tried the tincture. His tics are barely
noticeable anymore. He has gained weight (Yeah) and there are no more anger issues as he had
when he was coming off Adderall. What this product has done for our son is nothing short of
AWESOME. We have asked him if he wants to go back on the medicine and he vehemently says
NO! He doesn’t love the taste, but he does LOVE how it helps him for his ADHD, anxiety AND his
Tourette’s.
If we had not been introduced to Reaction we would still be searching, dealing with Adderall or
some other synthetic drug. I feel very blessed and lucky to be part of a company who actually
cares about my son.
-Jennifer Knuettel

DRY / CRACKED SKIN
I have had this spot on my hand that has been extremely dry and cracked. After 1 week of use
my skin is softer, smoother, and is actually healing! After trying every product you can think of
with no results the Revive cream has been a life saver. This product is a MUST HAVE for your
skin. Absolutely amazing. 8
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-Jenny Flowers
TATTOO HEALING
I was doing an experiment with my new tattoo I just got. My first tattoo took 3.5 weeks to heal
using a very expensive tattoo cream that my artist recommended me using. Not only did it take
over 3 weeks to heal, it itched so bad I wasn’t sure if I would do another tattoo. When I finally
decided to get my arm finished up and get my second tattoo, I decide to try the ReAction
Revive salve. I was not only amazed on it not itching but that my heal time was cut by over half
the time, it was healed in a week in a half. I know unbelievable! My artist couldn’t believe it
either. I just got another one and done 2 days ago and it is literally already in its healing stages.
This stuff is AMAZING!!
-Josh Stroud
SPIDER VIENS / SUN DAMAGE SPOTS
I'm now over 60 and have been using the Revive cream on the dark sun damaged spots on my
hands and face and have seen a drastic lightening of these spots. My wife had basically bought
every OTC dark spot remover that she thought would work and I never had much, if any,
results.
But what I'm really wanting to share is what the Revive cream did to the veins on my ankles...
One day I was putting the Revive on the dark sun damage spots on my leg and
thought..."wonder what this would do for these ugly veins that have been on my ankles for
years?" I spent a lotta time doing sports when I was younger so I guess they're attributable to
that....anyway, I rubbed Revive on my right ankle (which was in much worse shape than the left
ankle) and went about my day not thinking anymore about it. The next morning, I was doing my
daily dark spot Revive cream routine and when I looked down at my right ankle and it had
cleared up almost completely! I immediately went and got a camera and took a picture of my
left ankle before I rubbed any Revive on it.I know that before pic of the left ankle is ugly but
remember this ankle was the lesser of the damaged ankles. So now I'm curious and start
monitoring... a couple hours later I took the 2nd pic of that left ankle. Amazing!
-David Lee

PETS
OLD AGE
Our dogs Lucy-17yrs, Larry-17yrs old and Sammy-6yrs are now playing together. A few months
ago, Lucy and Larry were not able to play with Sammy because they could barely walk. Ron and
I started giving them ReAction products and we have seen a huge difference in both them. It
has made it easier for them to get through their daily old age struggles. Thank you ReAction for
giving our furry babies some comfort and the quality of life they deserve!
-Lindy Hornaday
SEPARATION ANXIETY
FSE has drastically helped Opie my Boxer / Pit mix… He suffers from separation anxiety,
typically resulting in something getting destroyed when left alone... Since starting the ReAction
products, we haven't had a single issue... He's still his normal goofy, energetic self only with the
ability to control himself... I was hesitant, worried it would change who he was because nobody
wants a pet that walks around emotionless or down, but instead it has enhanced all the
qualities I love about him. As a bonus some of his playful puppy bounces came back. He’s
almost 8 years old and has been by my side since he was 8 weeks old. He gets only the best of
everything when it comes to his food, health and now I give him the best hemp/CBD products
on the market. I am beyond happy to see him benefiting from the ReAction Full Spectrum
Hemp Extract products...
-Josh Stroud
HOT SPOTS
So, I decided to try the ReAction salve on my dog Jasmines hot spots! I will let the pictures do
the talking…here are pictures from day 1, day 2 & day 5! (sorry she wouldn’t stand for day 5
pictures) WOW! I can’t believe how well it the salve worked!!!
-Darnell Manley
ALLERGIC REACTION
Lacey has allergic reactions to almost everything! She likes to chew on her paws and lick them
when they bother her. I put pain relief on her paw and overnight it already started looking
better!! It’s been a few days now and it’s about gone!!
Reaction® is not only great for humans, but your dog as well! It’s natural, it’s a plant, it’s got so
many healing properties!! It can help, if you let it!
-Taylor Dahl

